In order to spatially represent semiotic relations in a visual work of art, one needs to consider more than simple spatial relations since, in any group of figures, the latter are necessarily spatially related to each other whatever their semiotic relations can be. Thus, in order to monitor semiotization one must resort to some kind of "second order" relations, that is, singular spatial relations, which can be identified as playing a functional role. Such a constraint pertains to the techniques of compodtion.
Compositional spatial relations and the concept of non-genericity
In order to better define the problem, I would like to take over Omar Calabrese's way of addressing the issue concerning the specifically pictorial tools for representing narrative structures. In his analysis of Duccio's and Simone Martini's Maestà, Calabrese remarks that a painting can be considered a "text":
For readers accustomed to the semiologists' definition of this notion: any object manifested in whatever substance of expression endowed with some sort of closure which delimits it as a unit per se, and which displays internal relations between its parts (Calabrese 2002: 5) . Now, what may "internar relations mean in the case of perceptive objects that can only stand in "externar relations to each other? This is the reason why the definition of spatial relations that are also compositional constitutes a fundamental theoretical problem. For visual artworks, the substance of expression (in Hjelmslev's sense) is space, and the form of expression is thus constituted by spatial relations. However, all perceived objects are perceived as being located in one and the same space, and whatever their positions may be, they will always be spatially related to each other. If relations in the structural and semiotic sense of the notion are to appear, they must consequendy make out a subset of very particular, even exceptional relations. And the whole difficulty consists in defining such a subset on the grounds of immanent and purely spatial criteria. Here is where the concept of non-genericity comes into play.
The concepts ofgenericity and non-genericity are crucial geometrical ones. They go back at least to the geometer-painters from the Renaissance (Piero della Francesca, Mantegna, and others), but they have never been appropriately theorized until Hassler Whitney and René Thom developed their theory in the middle of the 20 th century on the grounds of the notion of "posizione generale" previously formulated by 19 th century Italian algebraic geometers.
Let us proceed by considering a form, or a configuration or a structure F, which can vary smoothly under the control of some external parameters w. A state F". of F is called generic if its qualitative type does not change when w varies slighdy, in other words, when it resists small deformations. In a plane, for example, the fact for two lines to be parallel or orthogonal is a non-generic property. The same goes for the property of being aligned for two segments or of being equilateral for a triangle.
A typical case is the situation where w is a viewpoint and F" the apparent contour of a shape seen from w. Non-genericity can then induce remarkable perceptual effects. It is, for instance, well known that the apparent twodimensional contour of a transparent cube seen in (axonometric) perspective from a generic point of view is spontaneously interpreted as a threedimeisional object by the visual system. We even know that there exists a percotual bimodality ("Necker cube" phenomenon) which triggers an aliénation between two perspectival interpretations depending on whether the two dagonal summits A and B, placed along the depth axis, are interpreted as "A ir front" and "B behind" or "A behind" and "B in front" (Figure 1 ).
Figurtl. The so-called "Necker cube" phenomenon. The apparent contour of a transparent cube seen from ι generic point of view (in the middle) may be interpreted in two contrary ways as a threedimenional object (to the left and to the right).
Yet, in the non-generic case of a hexagonal and maximally symmetrical appaent contour (point of view d placed along one of the four diagonals of the cube, the visual system no longer reconstructs the third dimension. The latter vanisies, and the figure is interpreted as a hexagon (Figure 2 ). This 3D -> 2D collajse was well known in the Renaissance.
Ftgur 2. The apparent contour of a cube in a non-generic position is interpreted by the visual system as a puriy two-dimensional figure (a hexagon).
This example can be used to give a more precise explanation of non-genericity. Figure 3 represents 12 viewpoints distributed along a small cone around the diagonal axis d. As can be seen from the figure, the unstable sextuple point in the center of the hexagon bifurcates into two triple points, and there exist further 6 non-generic situations in which one of the branches of one of the triple points is aligned with one of the branches of the other. These 6 unstable cases, albeit to a lesser degree than the hexagonal case, make out the transition between the 6 possible generic viewpoints on the cube. In other words, there exist 6 generic viewpoints separated by 6 non-generic cases with instability degree 1 (this degree is called "codimension"), and these 12 cases are organized by a non-generic viewpoint of codimension 2. One further typical example of non-genericity is that of alignment. In fact, alignment yields a typical example of non-genericity. If you embed η aligned segments in an environment Β of randomly oriented segments, then two very different cases can be observed:
a. either Β is sufficiently dense for there to be some probability for finding η aligned segments; in this case, the visual system does not remark anything; b. or B is sufficiently sparse for there to be quite no chance for finding η aligned segments; in this case, the alignment "pops out" as in columns 1, 3, 5 of figure 3 (Figure 4) . Since the visual system is a (most likely Bayesian) probabilistic neuronal machine, which learns to extract statistical regularities from the environment (see e.g. Yuille & Kersten 2006) , it is also very good at detecting ran events, which it treats as intrinsically significant exacdy because they are rare. This is what certain specialists -in particular Jean-Michel Morel (see Desolneux, Moisan & Morel 2003 ) -call the Heimholtç principle. Since non-genericity is rare, it is perceptually salient and provides an immanent, purely perceptual, criterion for defining the difference between perceptual structure and artistic composition, at least for those artworks in which point of view plays a fundamental role. It is precisely because their probability vanishes that non-generic configurations can express a semiotic intentionality and what Kant called in the third Critique a "subjective formal finality". The notion of non-genericity is rather subtle. It is not just a matter of statistically rare events. In fact, in a set of equiprobable events any event chosen as a reference is as rare as any other. In a card game, for example, a four ace hand is not rarer than the quadruplet C {the jack of clubs, the 4 of diamonds, the 2 of clubs, the 10 of hearts}, and one could indeed imagine a game where C would be the top configuration that any player would try to obtain. The nongeneric elements are rare, but they are so for structural reasons. They are indeed defined in terms of their instability relative to small variations w of the control parameters, and it is in fact their instability that makes them rare. Behind this affirmation, there are deep mathematical results, in particular Thorn's transversality theorem.
In the visual artworks, the concept of non-genericity is intimately associated with the concept of structun (in the technical structuralist sense of the term). As Goethe was the first to explain in his Laokoon (1798), inspired by his long and patient studies of biological morphogenesis, observable aesthetic structures are parallelisms between directions, orthogonalities, symmetries, unstable moments, etc., in a nutshell epitomes of non-generic elements (see Petitot 2004 ).
This present view of non-genericity has nothing to do with the idea that, since any unexpected encounter is improbable, it is for that very reason intrinsically significant. Such a technique, profusely exploited by surrealist artists, rests on an opposite logic. Here, what counts is, as we just said, the instability of certain spatial relations, and it is their very instability that transforms their external relations into internal ones.
A first example by Raphael
I have already dealt with this topic in a certain number of texts where I have analyzed some examples, in particular by Piero della Francesca, Poussin and by contemporary artists (Felice Varini and Georges Rousse) (see Petitot 1986 Petitot , 2004 Petitot , 2009a . Here, I will look at two different examples, one by Raphael, and the other by Mantegna.
A triple point in Raphael's Saint George
The first example concerns one of the two representations of Saint George painted by Raphael (Washington National Gallery of Art, 1505). The preparatory study, conserved at the "Gabinetto dei Disegni e delle Stampe" of the "Galleria dei Uffizzi" in Florence ( Figure 5 ), already shows a well structured representation of the narrative structure.
Figur, 5. Raphael, Saint George and the Dragon, Gabinetto dei Disegni e delle Stampe of the Gallina dei Uffici.
One might notice the parallelism between the horse and the dragon (their bodies are translated along the axis of the lance, and the coiled tail of the dragon is exactly tangent to the belly of the horse, or rather to the girth), the symmetrical torsion of their heads, the horse looking toward the observer, the fusion of Saint George's head and the horse's head, on the one hand, and on the other hand the fusion of the lower princess' body and the horse's tail. This construction is remarkable insofar as, at the narrative level, the legend combines three actors taking on three precise actantial roles in Greimas' sense (see Gremas, Courtès, 1993) : Saint George is the Subject, the dragon is the Antisübtet and the princess is the Object of value. However, in the painting, it is the horse which embodies their narrative relations by means of positional fusons: head-head, belly-back, tail-lower body.
One should furthermore notice a particularly interesting non-generic element: the point of tangency between the extremity of the lance and the bonier of the cape floating in the wind ( Figure 6 ). The scenery is also particularly interesting. It consists of two groups of each three trees with perfectly parallel trunks: a 3-type group (i.e., a truly ternary group) exactly above the head of the princess, and a (l+2)-type group (a fully exposed tree and two trees partially occluded by the bushes) exactly at the extremity of the cape. Other important elements are, of course, the cave to the left surmounted by three trees, as well as the central church tower. Their meaning is canonical: the dragon is a chthonian monster, and Saint George is the knight of the Church.
In the final painting (Figure 7 ), the figurative representation of the narrative structure is kept unchanged. However, Raphael has added a sword, which is symmetric to the lance relative to the axis of the foot (together they form a sort of compass). At one extremity, on the hilt, it has a small ball tangent to the elbow, and at the other extremity, at the end of the blade, it cuts the extremity of the dragon's tail. The appearance of the sword is important, since, in the iconography of Saint George, there is a progressive transition, as to the weapon that kills the dragon, from the lance to the sword (in the latter case, the lance is represented as broken).
2 The transition is epitomized by Carpaccio's Saint George (1502-1507, Scuola di San Giorgio degli Schiavoni, Venice), where the knight and the dragon confront each other in a very outstretched horizontal structure with the lance as axis, and where the painter has represented the very moment when the lance breaks. The importance of this lance/sword duality is relevant for Raphael to the extent that he painted two completely different Saint George, the second of which (Louvre, 1504) being organized around the arm rising the sword and the fragments of the broken lance scattered all over the ground (Figure 8 ).
Figure 8. Raphael, Saint George and the Dragon (1504, Louvre).
But it is at the level of the scenery that Raphael elaborates the most his study by creating an astonishing structure. He introduces in the setting two extremely non-generic elements ( Figure 9 ): a. a triple point formed by the crossing of the back extremity of the lance with the crossing of the two main branches of a tree in the background; b. a tangency not at one simple point (minimal degree non-genericity), but along a whole segment of the lance and the border of the cape (infinite degree of non-genericity).
Figure 9. The non-generic triple point lance-crossing of branches and the hypertangency lance/cape.
The triple point is non-generic, and its extreme singularization opens the possibility of a structural interpretation (i.e. an interpretation without content, purely structural, different from any hermeneutic projection). In fact, the cape covers a "trinity" of branches ( Figure 10 ): first, a trunk bifurcates into two main branches (which is an intrinsic catastrophe of the tree); then one of these branches (the rightmost one) bifurcates in its turn, and since the angle of bifurcation is superior, it ends up crossing the other branch in an apparent crossing (an extrinsic catastrophe due to point of view). The latter crossing is generic (structurally stable), since it is qualitatively robust relative to small changes in point of view. What obtains here is an interesting formal graph structure of the Trinitarian tree ( Figure 11 ). Now, the cape occludes the "intrinsic" (ontological) bifurcations: only the apparent "extrinsic" generic (phenomenal) crossing addressed to the observer subsists. But a Trinitarian structure is restored, which is obtained by transforming this crossing in a non-generic triple point adding the lance as a supplementary third branch (Figure 12 ). For this reason, it is structurally relevant to analyze the configuration of the cape floating in the wind. The rightmost part of the cape touches 4 trees with rigorously parallel bifurcations, in turn a highly non-generic structure due to the fact that the 4 trees are replica of one and the same model (the bifurcations are thus all at the same height) and aligned along a perspective axis. What is more: this group of 4 trees is symmetric to another group of (4 + 1) trees that are parallel, but without bifurcation ( Figure 13 ).
Figure 13. The rightmost part of the cape: there are two groups of parallel trees; the group of 4 is in perspective, the group of 5 (4+1) is more frontal
By virtue of its extraordinary morphology, the cape reproduces a ternary structure. It contains a dominant bifurcation forming a horizontal Y, a large shaded fold that starts bifurcating in the inner black part of the cape. This shaded part covers the Trinitarian tree. Then, in turn, the inner rightmost (black) part of the cape bifurcates into yet another Y that, arguably, corresponds to the two groups of trees ( Figure 13 ). This means that, just as the horse embodies the actantial relations between the three semantic roles of the narratives, the cape embodies the "theological" relations between the three groups of trees. This example from Raphael shows how the theological interpretation of the work is encoded in the setting. The non-generic geometrical relations lay bare a system of formal relations which works like a system of equations. And just like the attribution of a numeric value to one of the variables of a system of equations makes it possible to compute the numeric value of the other variables, here the attribution of a meaning to one of the terms -e.g., the theological interpretation of the "Trinitarian" tree -leads step by step to a global semiotic interpretation.
The most relevant interpretation seems to be "theological": Saint George substitutes an ontological (divine) trinity with a phenomenal (human) trinity and establishes a link between the latter and a collective structure (the Church?, Humanity?).
Addendum: Bellini's Madonna degli alberetti
Recendy (November 2009), while we were visiting once again the Accademia Gallery in Venice, my wife pointed out to me the trees in the Madonna degli alberetti painted by Giovanni Bellini in 1487 (Figure 14) . The configuration of the tree at the viewer's right (i.e. at the Virgin's left) is quite exactly the same as in Raphael's Saint George. First, a long part of the trunk is perfectly tangent to the Virgin's left sleeve. Second, the bifurcations of the main branches are exactly the same (up to a symmetry and a slight deformation) as those in Raphael (Figure 15) . 
A second example by Mantegna

The Madonna of Victory
The second example concerns The Madonna (or the Virgin) of Victory by Andrea Mantegna (1495-96, Louvre). When Mantegna (1430-1506) painted this masterpiece, he was already 65 years old and enjoyed huge prestige. Since 1453 he had been the leading court painter at the Gonzaga's court in Mantua where to Louis III had called him. In 1490, he had returned from a stay in Rome during which he had become a great admirer of antiquity, and from 1492, Isabella d'Este (Francesco II's wife) employed him at her Studiolo of the Castello di San Giorgio.
The painting had been ordered by the marquess Francesco II to celebrate his victory at the battle of Fornova (close to Parma) on July 6 th 1495. At this time, the political situation was dominated by the battle of the anti-French league (Venice, the duke of Milan, the pope Alexander VI, the emperor Maximilian I of Habsburg, the king of Spain Fernando of Aragon), commanded by the Gonzagas, against Charles VIII (1470-1498, son of Louis XI), who had taken Naples on February 22 nd 1495, after Florence and Rome, and had taken the title of King of Naples and Jerusalem (Figure 16 ). The work was financed by a Jewish banker, Daniele Norsa, who had been punished for having destroyed an image of a miraculous virgin in a house he had just bought. The painting was inaugurated with great pomp and indescribable enthusiasm on the day of the first anniversary of the batde. Considered as an "opera eccellentissima" and object of intense devotion, it was installed in a chapel designed by Mantegna himself.
The work was unanimously appraised. Passing through Mantua in 1793, the great archeologist and art historian Luigi Lanzi dubbed it "the threshold of modern painting", "the last step before it attains the perfection inherited from Leonardo". In 1790, Goethe, also passing through Mantua, made a similar judgment. This is the reason why The Madonna of Victory was selected by Bonaparte's commissioners Thion and Vicart in 1797-1798 during the Italian campaign to be part of the convoy of masterpieces triumphandy transported back to Paris. It is still considered an apotheosis of the Brunelleschian space, an ideal organization of the visible world by means of a centralized, unifying perspective; an ideal space which Mantegna by the way often transgressed.
The painting is a "sacred conversation", that is to say a "Virgin with Child" representing the backer surrounded by saints. To the right we see Saint George with his broken lance, holding the mande of the Virgin, and, behind him, Saint Longinus with his red helmet and the red lance that pierced the right side of Jesus on the cross. According to the legend, after his conversion, Longinus died in Mantua; moreover, after the battle of Fornova, Francesco gave his brother Sigismondi his lance comparing it with Longinus' lance.
Located symmetrically to the marquess, Saint Elisabeth (or Saint Anne) is holding a rosary. Symmetrically to the left, Saint Michael is also holding the Virgin's mande, his sword wrapped with a white to red ribbon, and behind him Saint Andrew.
As regards the Virgin's position, the painting is in fact a blend of a "Virgin with Child" sitting on her throne, and a "Madonna of Mercy" where the Virgin, standing up, protects certain Chosen ones under her open mande. Mantegna had promised Sigismundi a Madonna of Mercy sheltering Francesco, his brothers, and Isabella under her mande. Next, he changed the configuration, while still respecting Sigismundi's wish that Saint George and Saint Michael, "victorious, one by his body, the other by his mind", should open the Virgin's mande. Furthermore, he translated the theme of the protection/benediction by Virgin's right hand -a gesture often compared to the one found in Leonardo's Virgin of the Rocks (1483, Louvre, Paris, and National Gallery, London, Figure  17 ). The Virgin is represented in a gold shimmering red robe (red and blue are conventional colors for the Virgin) and a green mantle with golden embroiders (gold is a holy color). She is sitting on her throne under a vegetal dome which is geometrically and architecturally analogous to the archetype often represented in Venice by Giovanni Bellini, e.g. in the Frari (triptych of Madonna with Child, 1488) or in San Zaccaria ( Virgin with Child and musical angel\ 1505): Bellini was by the way Mantegna's brother-in-law (Andrea had married his sister Nicolosia in 1453). (Figures 18 and 19) . The whole painting is filled with a wealth of elements and precious decorations, most probably referring to the esoteric environment of the Mantua court: rich moiré fabrics, precious stones, rock crystals, corals (a branch of corals hanging from two festoons of red pearls gathered in groups of six separated by quartz spheres), citrus fruits, feathers, birds (parrots), wood with inlaid mother-ofpearl, bronze, gold, etc. Gleams and transparencies animate matter. The steps of the throne show a representation of the creation of Adam, the original sin, and Adam and Eve chased away from Paradise. On the stool, on which the Virgin's feet are resting, one can read the inscription REGINA CELI LET(ARE) ALLELVIA, which is the beginning of the antiphony sung to Mary during the Easter liturgy. Several crosses can be seen, in particular the one on John the Baptist's small flag carrying the inscription ECCE/AGNUS/DEI/ECCE/Q(VI) TOLL/IT P(ECCATA) M(VNDI), the one held by Saint Andrew, and the one on Saint George's breastplate. The back of the throne is crowned by a magnificent rosette reproducing a pattern from the altar piece of San Zeno in Verona (1457): a disk of jewels with a 16-rays sun in its middle, a ruby (Mars' stone, a military symbol) in its center, a crown of knots circumscribed by 32 precious stones. This crown is formed of two braids of two intertwined strands (Figures 20, 21, 22) .
Andrea Mantegna, The Madonna of Victory (1495-96, Louvre) . Detail (see Fig. 16 ). 
Non-generic elements: parallelisms and alignments
Let us now turn to the detection of non-generic elements sharing strong structuring import.
Parallelism plays an important role in this masterpiece as a good way of establishing correlations. We can note:
a. The parallelism between Saint George's and Saint Longinus' lances: one broken, the other intact and particularly sharp, one white, the other red. This fact makes it legitimate to compare the two saints (Longinus looking at Saint George who is himself looking at Francesco Gonzaga). For example their headgear make out an interesting geometrical motif: one sole feather tangent to the lance, in Saint George's case, a cusp-formed panache in Longinus' case ( Figure 23a ).
b. The extremities of the two lances function as indexes pointing at the same floral motif in the vegetal dome (Figure 23a ). c. Saint George's lance is prolonged by Saint John the Baptist's cross (Figure 23b) . d. This cross is perfectly parallel to the one hold by Saint Andrew. This justifies a comparison of their backgrounds: the first cross stands out against the Virgin's mantle, while the second one stands out against the grey and cloudy sky. Hence a correlation between mande and sky, which is confirmed by the fact that in the Madonna of Mercy the mande is identified with cosmos ( Figure 24 ). e. Now, still by means of parallelism, Saint Andrew's cross elicits Saint Michael's sword (whose hilt is of course also a cross), which is wrapped in a vertical ribbon progressively changing from white to red. This gives the color red a particular import because it is simultaneously the color of the space above (coral and festoons), the Madonna's robe, the crownrosette, the space below, Longinus' helmet and lance, and Saint Elisabeth's arms (Figure 25 ). f. As regards Saint Michael, a remarkable compositional feature connects him in the lower leftmost part of the painting to Francesco II: the tangency of knee and doublet, tangency of feet, the astonishing motifs of the spurs and one of the folds in the fabric (Figure 26 ). g. We may finally observe that Saint John the Baptist's cross perfectly connects two hands: Saint George's hand which holds the lance, and Saint Elisabeth's hand which holds a rosary that lies in the exact condnuity of the cross. We thus obtain a maximally non-generic alignment lance-cross-rosary, with an astonishing separation thigh/face created by a double tangency of the shaft of the cross (Figure 27 ). Thus, the simple organization of non-generic parallelisms makes the observer's eye circulate through the whole painting and induces the emergence of several immanent (intrinsic) correlations ready for semiotization and hermeneutical interpretation. It is not our purpose to propose such an interpretation. Our aim is purely methodological and we want only show how rich the non-genericity method can be.
Jesus' right hand and the cosmos-mantle
There exist yet other essential non-generic elements and in particular two elements incarnated by both Jesus' hands.
As regards the right hand-which sketches a blessing-, it is perfecdy superposed (non-genericity) on the broach that clips together the two tails of the mande (Figure 28 ). Let us now take therefore a closer look at this open mande, which is unusual for seated Virgins with Child. Its edge describes a cusp, a very peculiar geometrical motif that is perfecdy replicated by the red festoons above ( Figure  29) . Thomas Mattone (1980) , one of the main specialists of Piero, has written a brilliant study of this masterpiece with its two vanishing points, a standard horizontal one and second, vertical one determined by the grid pattern in the interior of the tent. He particularly emphasizes the existence of two parallel cusps, one described by the edge of the curtain and the other by the top of the tent. He even adds a virtual, compositional cusp constituted by the angels' arms ( Figure 32 ). One might wonder -even though it is perhaps a bit farfetched -if the hairstyle of the Virgin, which reproduces the cusp motif, is not a relevant detail in this context (Figure 34) . 
Jesus' left hand: the carnations and the flowers of the throne
In what concerns now Jesus' left hand, it is holding two carnations (a conventional symbol of redemption and Passion, the death on the cross), of which one perfectly covers (non-genericity) a motif on the back of the throne, a ideological superposition which introduces a prophetic time (Figure 35) . We see, therefore, that the two metaphysical symbols: the mantle (cosmos) and the throne (glory), which together glorify the Virgin's body, are unified by the Child's hands. 
Conclusion
We have seen in both Raphael and Mantegna that the non-generic elements of a painting operate as a kind of "system of equations". They provide a set of pointers profiling formal and immanent structural correlations that are intrinsically significant because of their non-genericity and that precede any interpretation. If you attribute a semiotic value to one of these correlations by choosing an isotopy (for example a theological one), then step by step, like in the numerical resolution of equations, you semiotize the whole of the work.
Another analogy could be suggested here, not to arithmetic and algebra (variables-equations-values), but to biology. The non-generic makeup selects certain elements of a structure, at a preconceptual level, and the hermeneutic interpretation defines the functional signification of these elements.
However that may be, we see how such purely phenomenal structures can be spontaneously converted into semiotic structures if they present a selective property such as non-genericity.
